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6 challenges (…of many) for pandemic RCTs

1. Avoiding the shortcoming of prior data (or not having any)



6 challenges (…of many)

1. Avoiding the shortcoming of prior data (or not having any)

2. Equipoise: balance learning while doing (exploitation vs exploration)



“Many clinicians on the ground felt the

urgency of treating the hundreds of patients

dying in front of them; researchers, with their

literal and intellectual distance from the

I.C.U., were pressing them to think about the

thousands of patients who were sure to follow

— to slow down long enough to build a body of

evidence that they knew with more certainty

could help.

The tensions between these two ways of

thinking about medicine have always existed.

But during the early months of the pandemic,

the disagreements… provided another layer of

painful stress to some doctors already near

their limits.”

New York Times Magazine, August 8, 2020



6 challenges (…of many)

1. Avoiding the shortcoming of prior data (or not having any)

2. Equipoise: balance learning while doing (exploitation/exploration)

3. Heterogeneity of treatment effect – wide syndrome variability

Antman and Loscalzo Nat Rev Drug Disc 2016 
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6 challenges (…of many)

1. Avoiding the shortcoming of prior data (or not having any)

2. Equipoise: balance learning while doing (exploitation/exploration)

3. Heterogeneity of treatment effects – wide syndrome variability

4. Making trials happen quickly 

5. Complex care: how to study one intervention in “isolation”?

6. Trial conduct: how to pivot to sustainability/efficiency? 

So… what approaches may address these challenges?
Bayesian Adaptive Platform Trial



What is an adaptive RCT?

implies that key features of the 
trial design are modified during 
the trial in response to 
accumulating information for the 
purpose of maximizing statistical 
efficiency or achieving better 
outcomes for trial participants.

Pallmann P et al. BMC Medicine 2018



Adaptive trials: Responsive to accumulated knowledge

Potential adaptations:

• Response-adaptive 
randomization

• Sample size reassessment

• Group sequential stopping

• Seamless designs (e.g. 
seamless phase II/III)

• Enrichment designs

• Multi-arm designs

• Dose-finding phase 1 designs

Response adaptive randomization



What is a platform trial?
implies the use of a master protocol as a foundation to study multiple 
treatments for one disease

Lawler, et al. Circulation 2022



Outcomes

Int A1

Int A2

Int A3

Trial A

Int B1

Int B2

Trial B

Traditional RCTs– evaluate treatments sequentially, frequently using operationally and 

statistically disjoint approaches → ↓ reduces efficiency 

REMAP – Randomized, Embedded, Multifactorial, Adaptive Platform trial

simultaneous evaluation of multiple treatments in domains using a master protocol

Int C1

Int C2
Trial C

Domain A

Domain B (B1, B2)

Domain C

REMAP-CAP: A platform trial using a master protocol

Outcomes

Outcomes

Domain D

Domain E

Eligibility

Ineffective

Effective

Effective

Bayesian hierarchical model

Community-acquired 
pneumonia (CAP)



Primary analysis: Single Bayesian hierarchal model

• Primary Endpoint (Organ support-free days): Ordinal endpoint, death worst 
outcome (–1), followed by number of OSFD through 21 days, modeled with 
cumulative logistic proportional odds model

• Scheduled runs of common model by independent, unblinded analysis committee

• Domains specify statistical triggers for adaptation, including: 

• Stopping of one or more arms for: superiority [Pr(OR>1)>99%]; futility (to 
detect an at-best modest effect) [Pr(OR>1.2)<5%]; equivalence

• Response-adaptive randomization

• Stage 1 to 2 (i.e., Phase 2 to Phase 3) transition

𝐥𝐨𝐠
𝝅𝒚

𝟏 − 𝝅𝒚
= 𝒚 + 𝑺𝒊𝒕𝒆 + 𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 + 𝒁 + 𝑹𝒅 

𝒊=𝟏

𝒌𝒅

𝜽𝒊,𝑺 + 𝑹𝒅𝟐 𝑰𝒙𝑰



No corticosteroid

Fixed-course hydrocortisone

Shock-dependent hydrocortisone

Standard course macrolide

Extended course macrolide

No immune modulation

Interferon-beta-1a

Anakinra

Tocilizumab

Sarilumab

No antiviral

Lopinavir-ritonavir

Hydroxychloroquine

No ivermectin

No convalescent plasma

Convalescent plasma

Delayed convalescent plasma

Standard practice thromboprophylaxis

Therapeutic anticoagulation: non-critically ill/critically ill

Conventional low dose  anticoagulation

Intermediate dose anticoagulation

Continuation of therapeutic anticoagulation

No simvastatin

Simvastatin

No antiplatelet therapy

Aspirin

P2Y12 inhibitor

No immune modulation

Apremilast

No RAS inhibitor

ACEi

No Vitamin C

Vitamin C

No cysteamine

Cysteamine

Fixed/high dose hydro

Combination (L-R/HCQ)

Ivermectin

ARB

ARB + DMX-200

Mar ‘20 Mar ‘21Sept ‘20 Mar ‘22Sept ‘21

Effective

Futile

Ineffective/inferior

Platform Conclusions

Safety concern

Dropped due to 
other triggers

Stopped/analyzed due to 
external results

External efficacy

External lack of 
efficacy

Slide courtesy of Dr. Scott Berry 

/
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Beyond operational efficiencies, does REMAP-CAP provide 
opportunities for trials to address unmet clinical need?

Most diseases have multiple component therapies... for each component:

Is it 
effective?

Is it best 
in class?

HTE?
Combination 

with other 
treatments

Optimal 
sequence

Who does it 
work in?

Optimal 
dose and 
duration?

Is it cost-
effective?

Modified from slide courtesy of Dr. Steve Webb

How can a trial (domain) address this?
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Generally, assume homogenous tx. effect
Evaluating treatments based on group-level 
average treatment effect (ATE) 

In reality treatment effects are heterogeneous
Evaluating treatments based on individual 
treatment effects (ITE) 

X



What determines heterogeneity of treatment effect (HTE)?
HTE may be effect-based (predictive) or risk-based (prognostic)

X



Presence of trait in the 
causal pathway for the 
treatment effect; benefit

Effect-based HTE

Risk-based HTE

Individual treatment 
effect varies with absolute 
risk of the outcome being 
prevented

Heterogeneity of Treatment Effect

Lawler Lancet Resp Med 2018; Ely Crit Care Med 2001



Therapeutic Anticoagulation Domain

Heparin:
(1) Antithrombotic
(2) Direct anti-viral (e.g., Clausen Cell 2020)
(3) Direct anti-inflammatory (e.g., ↓ IL6)

Observation: Highly variable clinical syndrome… 
how to select patients in whom to antagonize 
immunothrombosis host response?

Heterogeneous treatment effects?
- Treatment effect may vary by severity/risk?
- Treatment effect may vary by mechanism/effect? 

Houston, Lawler, et al. Clinical Trials 2020



Multiplatform randomized controlled trial (mpRCT)

Multiplatform RCT

Lawler Circulation 2023



Moderate Low D-dimer

Moderate Unknown D-dimer 

Moderate High D-dimer 

Severe

Adaptive stopping criteria: OSFDs examined in each group monthly
Posterior probability [proportional OR>1.0] >99% = superiority

Posterior probability of proportional [OR>1.2] <5% = futility
Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 

mpRCT: Adaptive Bayesian Design 
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Moderate Unknown D-dimer 

Moderate High D-dimer 

Severe

Adaptive stopping criteria: OSFDs examined in each group monthly
Posterior probability [proportional OR>1.0] >99% = superiority

Posterior probability of proportional [OR>1.2] <5% = futility
Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 

mpRCT: Adaptive Bayesian Design 
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How does dynamic borrowing work?
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Slide courtesy of Dr. Lindsay Berry
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Moderate Low D-dimer

Moderate Unknown D-dimer 

Moderate High D-dimer 

Severe

Adaptive stopping criteria: OSFDs examined in each group monthly
Posterior probability [proportional OR>1.0] >99% = superiority

Posterior probability of proportional [OR>1.2] <5% = futility
Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 

mpRCT: Adaptive Bayesian Design 
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Futility conclusion

Dynamic 
borrowing



Primary Endpoint: Organ Support-Free Days in Severe Covid-
19d-19 Adjusted OR 0.83 (95% CrI 0.67-1.03)

Futility: Prob(OR<1.2) = 99.9%
Inferiority: Prob(OR<1) = 95.0%
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Moderate Low D-dimer

Moderate Unknown D-dimer 

Moderate High D-dimer 

Severe

Adaptive stopping criteria: OSFDs examined in each group monthly
Posterior probability [proportional OR>1.0] >99% = superiority

Posterior probability of proportional [OR>1.2] <5% = futility
Nov. Dec. Jan. 

mpRCT: Adaptive Bayesian Design 

↔
↔

Superiority conclusion
Response-adaptive randomization applied
Futility conclusion

Dynamic 
borrowing



The ATTACC/ACTIV-4a/REMAP multiplatform trial

Adjusted OR 0.83 (95% CrI 0.67-1.03)

Futility: Prob(OR<1.2) = 99.9%
Inferiority: Prob(OR<1) = 95.0%

Adjusted OR 1.27 (95% CrI 1.03-1.58)

Superiority: Prob(OR>1) = 98.6%
4% adjusted difference in risk of 
requiring organ support or dying 



HTE?
Combination 

with other 
treatments

Optimal 
sequence

Optimal 
dose and 
duration?

Most diseases have multiple component therapies...
For each component

Is it 
effective?

Is it best 
in class?

Who does it 
work in?

Is it cost-
effective?

Slide courtesy of Dr. Steve Webb
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Goligher, Lawler, et al. JAMA 2023



HTE for TAC: Conventional Subgroup Analysis

• Modifiers of treatment effect
• Body mass index

• Sex

• Severity of illness
• Respiratory support

Goligher, Lawler, et al. JAMA 2023



HTE for TAC: Risk-based Approach

• Treatment effect monotonically 
related to risk

• Risk groups 1-6 have relatively 
high probability of benefit
• No or supplemental oxygen

• Major predictors of risk
• Age

• Body mass index

• Baseline respiratory support

Goligher, Lawler, et al. JAMA 2023



HTE for TAC: Effect-based 

• Lowest predicted cATE decile
• P<0.05 for difference in treatment 

effect

• High BMI

• High baseline severity of illness

Goligher, Lawler, et al. JAMA 2023



RAS inhibition domain: No benefit of RASi
initiation in Covid-19, unfavorable direction 
of treatment effect

Causal forest heterogeneity of treatment 
effect (HTE) analysis for survival 
considering all available baseline variables:
• Individual-level conditional average treatment 

effect (CATEs) estimates consistently favoured 
worse outcomes with RAS inhibitors, although 
95% confidence intervals included null for the 
majority of patients

REMAP-CAP. JAMA 2023

HTE for RASi: 
Effect-based 



An aspirational thought: Could we empower 
trials to even further hunt for HTE?

Predictive 
biomarker

Clinical risk 
score Etiology of 

syndrome
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Pandemic Adaptations in REMAP-CAP

Anticoagulation 
Domain opened

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Severe State)

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Moderate State)

FEBJAN MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR

Multiplatform 
Randomized Clinical 

Trial (mpRCT) 
Created

2020 2021



Pandemic Adaptations

Anticoagulation 
Domain opened

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Severe State)

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Moderate State)

FEBJAN MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR

Anticoagulation 
Domain re-opened

Multiplatform 
Randomized Clinical 

Trial (mpRCT) 
Created

2020 2021

Observation: beneficial in non-critically ill 
patients, non-beneficial in critically ill patients

Follow-up question: what to do with TAC dose 
when non-critically ill patient transitions to 
critically ill? Randomized



Pandemic Adaptations

Anticoagulation 
Domain opened

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Severe State)

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Moderate State)

FEBJAN MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR

Anticoagulation 
Domain re-opened

Multiplatform 
Randomized Clinical 

Trial (mpRCT) 
Created

Prior TAC 
stratum 
anticoag

conclusion
(April, 2022)

2020 2021
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Pandemic Adaptations

Anticoagulation and 
Vitamin C Domains 

opened

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Severe State)

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Moderate State)

FEBJAN MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR

Anticoagulation 
Domain re-opened

Multiplatform 
Randomized Clinical 

Trial (mpRCT) 
Created

2020 2021



Pandemic Adaptations

First ITSC 
Pandemic meeting

First COVID 
case in ANZ

Pandemic Strata 
activated

First COVID 
patient 

randomised

WHO declare 
pandemic

COVID Antiviral and Immune 
Modulation Domains opened

Convalescent 
Plasma Domain 

opened

Anticoagulation and 
Vitamin C Domains 

opened

Simvastatin and 
Antiplatelet Domains 

opened

Ventilation and ACE2 
RAS Domains opened

IM2 Domain 
opened

Corticosteroid 
Domain Closed

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Severe State)

Anticoagulation 
Platform Conclusion 

(Moderate State)

Convalescent 
Plasma Domain 

Platform Conclusion

Tocilizumab Platform 
Conclusion

Antiviral 
Platform 

Conclusion

Moderate State 
added

FEBJAN MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR

Immune 
Modulation 

Platform 
Conclusion

Anticoagulation 
Domain re-opened

Multiplatform 
Randomized Clinical 

Trial (mpRCT) 
Created

2020 2021



REMAP-CAP. JAMA 2022
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How did  address the challenges presented?
1) The shortcomings of prior data (or not having any)

- Performed well in the face of unknowns, less reliance on initial assumptions (less type II error?)

2) Equipoise: balance learning while doing (exploitation/exploration)

- Learned/adapted while incorporating new knowledge (e.g., response-adaptive randomization) 

- Able to generate knowledge sequentially as conclusive results were obtained

- Studied multiple interventions at once, patients may receive multiple potentially effective treatment

3) Patient heterogeneity: in outcomes, treatment effects?

- Treatment effects by group; drop/retain groups with adaptive analyses 

4) Making trials happen quickly 

- Existing trial infrastructure enabled efficient pivot to emergency response; adaptive design, efficient results 

5) Complex care: how to study one intervention in “isolation”

- Offered greater potential to protocolize more aspect of care, and test treatment interactions

6) Trial conduct: hard to set-up/take-down, how to pivot to sustainability/efficiency? 

- Platform allowed 61 (and counting!) treatments to be studied in 1 trial: multiple matches in one stadium



Conclusions

REMAP-CAP offered operational and statistical efficiencies, addressing 
challenge during the pandemic, and beyond

Shortened the divide between clinical care and research? 

Demonstrated capacity for parabiosis with other trials (mpRCT)

Designs increasingly empowered to hunt for heterogeneity of treatment 
effect, supporting individualizing care

Future directions: ongoing COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 pneumonia studies



Thank you!

www.remapcap.org        patrick.lawler@mcgill.ca

We are very grateful to the patients and investigators who participated in this trial, 
and to the numerous international funding partners.


